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Faced with unprecedented growth in data 

warehousing demand and continued customer 

frustration with the time required to develop solutions, 

Harvard needed to embrace new ways to deliver 

information to the community 

This case study will discuss the challenges Harvard 

faced and the steps it took to increase customer 

satisfaction
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 Underfunded data warehouse strategy

 Inability to develop well defined requirements at the 

time of transaction system implementation

 Poor query response times

 No University wide query tool

 Requests for many report variations with no easy 

method of delivering them
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A pilot project to validate the value of analytics and test an 
alternate delivery approach

Evolve an existing Excel based application, Some Numbers 
about Our Workforce (SNOW), into a robust analytics 
application

 Build an extendible SNOW data model incorporating 
employee demographics, mobility, and turnover information

 Enable users to interact with the data

 Use an outside firm in a strategic capacity

Phytorion, Inc. was brought in to help create an HR 
Analytics (HRA) data model for Harvard
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 The calculations required to meet the needs of the 

business were very complex and sophisticated

 HDW’s previous experience with external vendors 

was not stellar

 The functional and technical groups at Harvard were 

not functioning as a team

 The technical group was initially resistant to different 

approaches 

 The economy collapsed in the early stages of the 

project
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 Brought strong PeopleSoft, higher education data 
warehousing experience

 Demonstrated relevant technical competency early

 First worked to gain the trust of all parties involved

 Acknowledged strengths of the technical team but was 
persistent with a best practices approach

 Tailored the project to Harvard’s operating culture

 Valued customer success over contract details

The unwavering commitment from Phytorion and the 
Harvard Executive Sponsors enabled the project team to 
work through the series of difficult project challenges



 The partnership between Phytorion, Inc., and 

Harvard  successfully delivered a data model on 

time and on budget

 HDW learned how to work successfully with an 

outside firm 

 Phytorion was subsequently engaged to expand the 

SNOW data model by adding employee costing

 The Harvard functional team built a user layer using 

Qlikview
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Demographics

Mobility

Turnover
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 Demographics

 Bio/demo attributes (age, gender, ethnicity)

 Job attributes (jobcode, EEO class, position)

 Administrative rollups (department, unit, etc)

 Multiple-counting or distinct counts

 Headcount, FTE, salary, compa ratio
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 Mobility

 Complex logic due to definitions of mobility

 Analysis by same attributes as demographics

 Comparison of ‘from’ and ‘to’ attributes of job

 Counts of types of mobility transactions (hires, 
promotions, etc)

 Analysis of metrics such as from and to salary, 
% salary change, FTE change 
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 Sourcing doc/Business Reqs doc
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 Turnover

 Like mobility, complex calcs involving 
comparisons of multiple rows of data

 Analysis by same attributes as demographics

 Comparison of ‘from’ and ‘to’ attributes of job
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 Costing

 After the success of the HR Analytics, job 
costing was the next key area of analysis

 Queries were complex because of the different 
levels at which job costing could be assigned

 Metrics include annual salary, FTE salary, FTE

 Analysis by costing attributes (chart of accounts 
breakdowns) and fund categories such as 
endowed, restricted/unrestricted, sponsorship
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